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Abstract 
Sharary, A.H. and N. Zaguia, Minimizing the number of tardy jobs in single machine sequencing, 
Discrete Mathematics 117 (1993) 215-223. 
A set P of n jobs has to be processed without preemption, one job at a time, on a single machine. The 
weight and processing time of each job is one. Furthermore, the jobs are subject to precedence 
constraints represented by a given ordered set (P, <). In a feasible schedule a job is called a tardy job 
if its completion time is strictly bigger than its due time. The problem is to find a feasible schedule 
that minimizes the number of tardy jobs. Clearly each job cannot be completed before 1 D(x) I= 1 {y in 
P: y < x} 1 units of time. So we fix a nonnegative integer k and we allow a tardiness of k units of time 
for each job. This problem seems to be hard even when the structure of the order on P is quite simple. 
In this paper we present an effective procedure for constructing an optimal schedule in some special 
cases. Moreover, we show that the problem of minimizing the number of tardy jobs for interval 
orders is related to an interesting combinatorial problem of ordered sets. 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with a special problem which belongs to the following class of 
scheduling problems. A set P= (x1, . . . ,x,} of n jobs has to be processed without 
preemption, one at a time, on a single machine. Furthermore the jobs are subject to 
precedence constraints represented by a given ordered set (P, <), so that only certain 
schedules are feasible. (A job Xj cannot start before another job Xi has been completed 
whenever Xi <xj in P.) The problem is to devise efficient algorithms in order to 
construct a feasible schedule that optimizes a certain objective function. 
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For each 1 < i < n, nonnegative integers Pi, wi and di denote the processing time, 
weight and due time of Xi. Given a feasible schedule we can compute for each xi its 
completion time ci. Define a zero-one variable Ui as follows: 
Lii=O if ci<di, and 
Ui = 1 otherwise. 
We seek to minimize Ci<nWiUi. Notice when all weights are equal to 1, Ci~nUi counts 
the number of tardy jobs. This problem has been well studied (i.e. see [2,4,6]). For 
pi=Wi=l (i=l,..., n) and arbitrary due times di, Garey and Johnson [l] proved that 
the problem of minimizing CiQnUi is NP-complete. This is true even when we restrict 
the problem to orders in which every job has at most one predecessor and at most one 
successor (Lenstra [S]). 
Throughout this paper we assume that Pi = Wi = 1 for i = 1, . . , IZ. Each job x cannot 
be completed before ID(x)1 units of time, where D(x)= {REP: y6x) is the down set of 
x in P. In this work we are concerned with a special case of the problem of minimizing 
the number of tardy jobs, where we fix a nonnegative integer k and we allow 
a tardiness of k units of time for each job. That is, we assume that the due time satisfies: 
di=ID(xi)l+k, for every i<n. 
Thus for a feasible schedule x1 <x2 < . . <x, of P, a job Xi is tardy if i > 1 D(Xi) I+ k. 
In the language of ordered sets this problem can be rendered as follows. A linear 
extension L of a finite ordered set P is a total ordering L= {x1 <. . . <x,} of the 
elements of P such that Xi < Xj in L whenever Xi < Xj in P. We denote by L(P) the set of 
all linear extensions of P. Let L = {x1 < . . . < x,) be in L(P). The cost ofxi in L, denoted 
by ck(Xi, L), is defined by 
ck(xi,L)=O if i<lD(xi)l+k, and 
CL(Xi, L) = 1 otherwise. 
The cost of L, denoted by cL(L, P), is defined by cR(L, P)=&~,,c,(x~, L). The problem is 
to find L in L(P) with a minimum cost. Such an L is called optimal. The cost of P, 
denoted by +(P), is defined by 
c,(P)=minf~(L, P): LEL(P)}. 
For instance, the ordered set P illustrated in Fig. 1, has cost 1. Notice too, that for 
every ordered set P we have 
clpl_1(P)=O<ci(P)<cj(P)<c,(P), whenever OdjdidlPI-1. 
When k > 0, the problem of finding ck(P) seems to be hard even for special classes of 
ordered sets. In this paper we are mainly interested to study this problem when P is an 
interval order. An ordered set P is an interval order if it can be represented by 
assigning a real interval I, = [a,, b,] to each x in P such that x < y in P if and only if 
b, <a,. This class of orders plays a special role in scheduling. For instance in the 
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m-machine problem, feasible schedules give rise to an extension of P which is 
an interval order. There are many characterizations of interval orders. An ordered 
set P is an interval order if and only if P contains no 4-element suborder {a, b, c, d} 
in which a < b and c<d are the only comparabilities among these elements. [See 
Fig. 2(a).] Other characterizations are as follows. The sets D-(x)= {REP: y < x} 
are linearly ordered by inclusion if and only if P is an interval order. The same 
characterization holds if we change D-(x) by the sets U-(x) = { YEP: y >x}. 
Let P be an ordered set, we define the levels Ni , i30, of P inductively as follows. 
Let N, =min(P), where min (P) is the set of all minimal elements of P. For i> 1, 
let Ai=min(P- Uj<i Nj). The height of P, denoted by h(P), is the least index i 
such that Ni#(P. That is also the size of a maximum-sized chain in P. [A chain is 
a set of pairwise comparable elements in P.] The width of P, denoted by o(P), is 
the size of a maximum-sized antichain of P. [An antichain is a set of pairwise 
noncomparable elements in P, and we denote x wy whenever x is noncomparable 
to y in P.] The linear sum of two ordered sets P 1 and P1, denoted by P 1 @P2, is 
the set P 1 u P, ordered as follows: 
xdyinP,OP,ifandonlyifxdyinPiforsomei=1,2,orxEP1andyEP,. 
Our first result is to show that it is easy to find c,(P) for an arbitrary ordered 
set P. 
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Theorem 1. Let P be an ordered set, then c,,(P) = 1 P 1 -h(P). 
A natural idea for constructing a linear extension for interval orders is to follow 
a total ordering on the sets D-(x), where XEP. A linear extension L= {x,, . . . ,x,) of 
P is called a D-linear extension if 
D-(x,)? . ..zD-(xz)‘D-(x1). 
Theorem 2. If P is an interval order then all D-linear extensions have the same cost for 
the function ck. 
Notice that for the ordered set illustrated in Fig. 1, none of the D-linear extensions 
is optimal. In fact all of them have cost 3. However, if the width of P is at most k+ 1 
then the D-linear extensions are always optimals. In fact more is true. 
Theorem 3. Zf P is an interval order and o(P) < k + 1, then cR(L, P) = ck(P) = 0 for every 
D-linear extension L of P. 
For interval orders of width larger than k + 1, the problem is much more difficult. In 
fact it is equivalent to a combinatorial problem on ordered sets which seems to be 
interesting on its own. 
Theorem 4. Let P be an interval order, then c,JP) = 1 P I- 1 Q /, where Q is a maximum- 
sized suborder of P of width at most k+ 1. 
In the last part of this paper, we shall use Theorem 4, to give an efficient algorithm 
for finding cR(P) for two special classes of interval orders. An ordered set P is called 
N-free if it contains no 4-element suborder {a, b, c, d} in which a < c, b < c and b < d are 
the only comparabilities among these elements and c covers b in P, see Fig. 2(b). [We 
say that x covers y in P, and we denoted by x > - y if x > y in P and x > z 3 y implies 
z=y.] 
Theorem 5. Let P be an N-free interval order such that w(P)32. Let C be any 
maximum-sized chain in P and let D be any maximum-sized chain in P-C. Then CUD is 
a maximum-sized suborder of P of width two. 
The procedure described in Theorem 5, cannot be used to find cl(P) for an 
arbitrary interval order P. For instance, in the ordered set illustrated in Fig. 3, j CUD I 
is dependent on the choice of C. Also, we cannot use the same method to compute 
cz(P) when P is an N-free interval order and this is because a suborder of P is not 
necessarily N-free. [See Fig. 4.1 
A well-known combinatorial problem is this. 
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Hitting set. Given a collection C of subsets of a set S. What is the minimum size of 
a subset S’ of S, such that S’ contains at least one element from each subset of C? 
For an interval order P of width at least k+ 1, and according to Theorem 4, the 
problem of finding Q(P) is equivalent to the problem of finding a hitting set H of 
minimum size for the collection of all antichains of P of size k + 2. Indeed 1 P-H 1 will 
be a maximum-sized suborder of P of width at most k+ 1. Although the hitting set 
problem is NP-complete even when 1 c 1 d 2 for all c in C (Karp [3]), this does not tell 
much about the complexity status of the problem of finding c,JP) for interval orders. 
However we shall give an effective procedure for finding H, when P is an interval order 
of width k + 2. [We have learned that Steiner [7] has recently proposed a polynomial 
algorithm which for a given ordered set P and an integer k it finds a maximum-sized 
subset of P of width at most k. Although, our algorithm is restricted to a special class 
of orders, it is simpler and has a better complexity.] 
Let Q be the union of all antichains in P of size k+2. Since P is an interval order, 
then these antichains are totally ordered A, < A2 < . . . <A, [where Ai < Aj if for every 
a in Ai there is some b in A, such that ad b in P]. Moreover for every x in Q, the 
antichains of size k + 2 containing x, occur consecutively in the total ordering of these 
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antichains. For every x in Q we correspond an interval I(x)= [i(x), j(x)] where i(x) is 
the least integer such that XEAi(x) and j(x) is the largest integer such that XEA~(~). The 
inclusion is clearly an ordering relation on the set S = {I(x) : XEQ>. Let M be the set of 
maximal elements of the set S ordered by inclusion. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that the elements of M are reindexed as 
M={l(x(l)), . . . ,4x(r))} 
with the following properties 
max 1(x(i)) < max I(x(i + 1)) 
and 
minI(x(i))<minZ(x(i+l))<maxI(x(i))+l, for i=l,...,r-1. 
Now consider the following inductive procedure for constructing a hitting set 
H= {x(il), . . . , x(i,)}. 
Hitting set algorithm 
Let x(il)=x(l). Suppose that x(iI), . . . , x(ij_ 1) have been already constructed. 
Let ij be the largest index such that 
{Z(X(ij_ ,))Ul(X(ij))} 2 Z(X(t)) for every ij_ 1 d t d ij. 
Our final result shows that H is actually a minimum-sized hitting set. 
Theorem 6. Let k be a nonnegative integer and let P be an interval order of width k + 2. 
Then the set H constructed by the Hitting set algorithm is a minimum-sized hitting set for 
the collection of all antichains of size k + 2 in P, and thus Q(P) = 1 P-H I. 
Without going into the details, it is clear that if we have as a data the set S of all 
antichains of size k + 2, then we can find in polynomial time a minimum-sized hitting 
set for S. In fact the Hitting set algorithm described above is linear on the size of M, 
and moreover there are many known polynomial time algorithms for finding the set of 
minimal elements M of S. 
2. Proofs of the theorems 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let L = {x1 < . < xn} be any optimal linear extension of P and 
let R = {xEP: cO(x, L)= 0). Consider any two elements xi and Xj in R, such that ic j. 
Clearly xi<xi in P for otherwise ID( <j and thus c,(xj, L)#O. Therefore R is 
a chain in P and thus c,(P) 2 1 P 1 -h(P). Consider any chain K = {al < . , . <ah(r)} in P 
ofmaximum size. Let K,=D(aI) and let Ki=D(ai)-D(ai_1) for i=2,...,h(P); and 
K ,,(r) + 1 = P - D(u,~~,). For every 1~ i < h(P) + 1, let Li be any linear extension of Ki. 
Clearly L = L1 @ . . . 0 LLCp) + 1 is a linear extension of P and moreover cO(x, L) = 0 for 
every x in K. Therefore c,,(P)<c,(L,P)<IPI-IKI=(P/-h(P). 0 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let L = {x1 < ... <x,} be a linear extension of P constructed by 
the D-algorithm. Thus D-(x,)? . . . r>D- (x1). It suffices to show that if 
D-(x~)=D-(x~+~)= ... =D-(xj) and r~ is any permutation of {i,...,j} then 
ck(L, P)=ck(LO, P) where 
L,=X,< “‘<Xi_1<X,(i)< “’ <X,(j)<Xj+1< “’ <X,. 
However, it is clear that for every i<m < j, we have 1 D(xm) I= 1 D(x,(,)) 1 in P and thus 
ck(x,, L) = ck(x,(,), LO). Therefore Ci<m<jCk(X,, L)=Ci<m<jCk(X,(,), Lo). Since 
4x,, L) = c&k, L,) for all other values of m, [m<i or m>j] then 
Ck(L, P) = c!&, P). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let L = (x1 < . . -=c x,} be a linear extension of P constructed by 
the D-algorithm. For every 1 <i < n, we define the set Ai = {xj: j < i and Xj”Xi in P}. 
Consider any two elements xj and x,, j<m, in Ai. Since D-(xi)~D-(x,,,)?D-(xj) 
then xj < x, in P will imply xj < xi in P, and this contradicts that xj~ Ai. Therefore for 
every i, Ai must be an antichain. But then Aiu{x,} is an antichain in P, and since 
o(P),< k + 1 we have (Ai I <k. Therefore ck(xi, L)=O for every i and thus 
c/JL, P)=O. 0 
Proofof Theorem4. Let L={x,< . . . <x,} be any optimal linear extension of P and 
let R={Xi: Ck(Xi,L)=O}. Notice that w(R)<k+l. [Indeed if A={y,, . . ..yk+*} is an 
antichain in R and yi is the maximum element of A in L then clearly cL(yi, L) = 1.1 Thus 
ck(P) = ck(L, P) = I P I - 1 R 1, and so ck(P) 3 /PI -I Q / where Q is a maximum-sized sub- 
order of P of width at most k + 1. 
Let Q = (xi, . ,x,} be any suborder of P of width at most k+ 1. We may 
assume that D-(xm)z . ..?D-(x~). Let Ql=D(x,) and Qi=D(Xi)-D(Xi_,) for 
every i=2,...,m, and let Qm+l=P-(D(x,)u(xl,...,x,}). For every l<i<m+l, 
we consider any linear extension Li of Qi. Clearly L= L1 @...@ L,+ 1 is a linear 
extension of P. Moreover, for every 16 i<m, if x <xi in L and x-xi in P then 
xE{x,, . . ..xi-i}. Also, whenever X,<Xj in P, for l<q<j<i-1, we have Xq<Xi 
in P. [Since D- (Xi) 2 D- (xj).] Therefore if x < xi in L and x-xi in P then x 
is a maximal element in {x1, ,xi_i}. Since o(Q)<k+ 1 then i-D(xi)<k and 
thus ck(Xi, L)=O. Therefore ck(P)<ck(L, P)< I PI - 1 Q 1. This ends the proof of 
the theorem. 0 
Before we get to the proof of Theorem 5, here are some easy facts. 
Lemma 1. Let P be an interval order and let N1, . . . , N,(,, be the levels of P. 
(i) ZfxENi, YENj and i<j then D-(y)1D-(x). 
(ii) If P is N-free and x,y~Ni then D-(x)=D-(y). 
Proof of Lemma 1. (i) Since yENj then there is z in Nj- 1 such that z- <y. But 
~$0~(x) and thus D-(y)3D-(x). 
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(ii) Suppose that D- (x) 3 D - (y) and consider an element z such that z - < x and 
z - y. Now let w be in Ni _ 1 such that w < y. Clearly (w, z, x, y} forms an N in P, which 
is a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2. Let P be afinite N-free interval order. If A and B are maximum-sized chains 
in P then h(P-A)=h(P-B). 
Proof of Lemma 2. It suffices to show that for every x # y such that XEA, DEB, and 
Nj?{x,y) for some level Nj, we have D-(x)=D-(y) and U-(x)=U-(y). By 
Lemma l(i), D-(x) = D- (y). Since A and B are maximum-sized chains then x and y 
will be in the same level in P*, the dual of P. [x < y in P* if and only if x >y in P.] 
Applying Lemma l(i) for x and y in P* gives U-(x)= U-(y). q 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let C = {yi < . . . < y,} be a maximum-sized chain in P and let 
Q be a maximum-sized suborder of P of width two. We choose Q with the property 
that 1 CnQ / is maximum. Suppose that Q = AuB where A and B are disjoint chains. 
Neither A nor B is a subchain of C, for otherwise the proof follows immediately from 
Lemma 2. Moreover if AnC=Q) and since IC1>1BI then IAuCIaIQI and 
I QnC I < I C 1, which contradicts the choice of Q. Similarly BnC #(b. Let us assume 
that Q $ C and let y, be in C-Q. Let i be the largest index such that i< k and 
yiE(QnC), and let j be the least index such that j> k and yjE(QnC). Since CnQ #0, 
then necessarily either yi or yj exists. Suppose that yi~Q for every i < k, and yj~A, and 
let 
A’={yi:i<j}u{yEA:y>yj}. 
Since C is of maximum size then I Q’ I = I A’uB I 3 I Q 1 and clearly I Q’nC I > I QnC I 
which contradicts the choice of Q. Notice that the same argument applies if yjEB or if 
yi4Q for every i> k. Now suppose that yi and yj exist and both of them are in A, then 
we interchange in A the interval (YEA: yi~y~yj} by {yi, . . . , yj} to get a contradic- 
tion with the choice of Q. [Same argument applies if yi and yj are in B.] Thus we may 
assume that y,gA and ~,EB. Let a be in A such that a> -yi in A and let b be the 
largest element in B such that b < yj and h(b) < i + 1. Since h(a) > i + 1 and h(x) < i for 
every x <b in B then according to Lemma 1, a > x in P for every x <b in B. Notice that 
h(y,)=j and h(x)3 i+2 for every x in b such that b<xdyj and thus 
I { XEB : b < x < yj} I < j - i. Consider the two disjoint chains 
A’=(x~A:xby,}Ulyi,...,yj}U{X~B:X~yj) 
and 
B’={xEA:x3a}u{xEB:x<yj and x<a}. 
Clearly I Q’ I= I A’uB’ I > I Q 1, since we deleted at most j- i elements from Q and we 
added {yi+ i, . , yj>. Moreover I Q’nC I > I QnC I and this contradicts the choice of Q. 
The last case to discuss is when Q 1 C. Let a be in A and let b be in B such that a - b 
in P. We may assume that there are yi and yi + 1 in C such that YiE A, yi + 1 EB, a > yi and 
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b <yi+ I in P. [The same argument will apply if yiEB and _Vi+ 1EA.] But h(a)> 
i + 1 = h(yi + 1 ) and according to Lemma 1, D- (a) 3 D- (yi+ 1) and thus b <a, which is 
a contradiction. Therefore Q-C is a chain and the proof of the theorem will follow 
from Lemma 2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let H’= {x(jl). ,x(js)} b e a minimum-sized hitting set. We 
may assume that 1 =j, <j, < . ..<js=r. Let m be the least index such that x(i,J#x(j,). 
Since H’ is a hitting set then 
IlMj,- I))~MLJ)l = [WL- I ))~Mk))l~ J(x(t)), 
for every t such that i,_ 1 d t < j,. However i, has been chosen as the largest index 
with this property. Therefore 
(44 ), . , XL - 1 1, x(&J, x(j, + I L . . . ,x(jA> 
is a minimum-sized hitting set. Repeating this process we conclude that H too is 
a minimum-sized hitting set. 0 
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